WAXING
Eyebrow shape $25

Back/Chest

$65

Eyebrow tweeze $30

Bikini

$30

Lip or Chin

$15

Brazilian

$65+

Facial patches

$8+

Lower/Upper Leg

$50+

Lower/Upper Arm $25

Full Leg

$90+

Under Arm

$25

Full Leg + Bikini

$115+

Full Arm

$60

Full Leg + Brazilian

$145+

10% off any package of 3 (same waxing service)

FACIALS
VIP SIGNATURE FACIAL: Enter a state of complete
tranquility with this deeply soothing skin care treatment.
Includes cleansing, exfoliation, extraction, hydration
and a plant-concentrate infused mask and luxurious
aroma-therapeutic massage, to leave your skin radiantly
restored. (1hr 15mins - $135)
HYDRADERMIE DOUBLE IONIZATION:
Recognized internationally as one of the most
technologically and revolutionary advance skin care
treatments. Increases radiance, deeply cleanses and
hydrates the skin.
(1hr 15mins - $150)
AGE SUMMUM FACIAL: An anti-aging treatment
that will help regenerate, firm and restore the skin’s
radiance. (1hr - $135)
HYDRADERMIE LIFT: Re-contours the shape of the
face, stimulates and plumps the small muscles of the face
that flatten with age, for a younger looking skin - it’s a
workout for your face! (1hr - $125)

ADVANCED ANTI-AGING CARE
LIFTOSOME FACIAL: A treatment that
increases radiance, redefines facial features, and
smoothes fine lines and wrinkles using a
combination of Pre-Collagen and Guinot’s
exclusive Thermolift Mask. (45 mins - $125)
GUINOT’S NEW HYDRA PEELING: Based on
the client’s beauty goals and skin sensitivity, this
fast-acting treatment erases signs of aging, reduces
brown spots, and brightens skin tone in just 50
painless minutes. (50 mins - $110)
PROBLEM SKIN FACIAL: This corrective
treatment is for acne and blemish-prone skin.
Potent anti-inflammatory and bacterial cleansing
products are used to restore clarity, improve
texture, and promote healthy new skin cells. This
professional treatment includes the extraction of
blackheads and whiteheads.
(1hr - $150)
TEEN FACIAL: This introductory facial is
designed to allow teens to experience proper skin
care. It also includes detailed instructions for home
care, maintenance, and product recommendations.
Acneic skin conditions subject to additional time
and charge. (45 mins - $75)
GENTLEMAN’S FACIAL: Restore health and
vitality to fatigued or problem skin. Includes a
thorough skin analysis, deep pore cleansing and
exfoliation, plus a soothing massage. (1hr - $125)

HYDRAFACIAL MD: Ideal for all skin types,
even very sensitive skin. Deep exfoliation,
cleanse and extract impurities, then hydrating
serums are infused deep into the dermis Pores
will be smaller and tighter and your skin will be
soft and supple after just one treatment. (30mins
to 1hr - $149-$199)
DERMAPLANING: Gently exfoliates the outer
layer of dead skin cells, while simultaneously
removing fine facial hair. Followed by a peel.
Skin is smoother and brighter. (45 ins $110)
LED LIGHT EMITTING DIODE
THERAPY AND PEEL: Our Gentlewave
LED (Light emitting Diode), stimulates collagen
production and supresses collagen degrading
free radicals, that can damage your skin. (30-45
mins - $80 - $35 if combined with facial).
MICROCURRENT TREATMENT: Like
exercise for your face. This treatment stimulates
muscles, increasing the overall tone and health of
the skin. (35 mins 0 $85, $5o if combined with
a facial).
DIAMOND TIP MICRODERMABRASION:
This painless treatment is for the fast, effective
removal of dead cell tissue from the outermost
layer of the skin - treating pigmentation
problems, brown spots and superficial scarring.
(30 mins - $75)

HOME BEAUTY SPA
MASSAGES
SWEDISH MASSAGE: Specifically
designed to increase circulation, release toxins
and maximize relaxation of the muscle tissues.
Perfect for those who are simply stressed out.
(30 mins - $50; 60 mins $90; 90 mins - $125)

A LA CARTE
These may be added to any facial:
- FOOT MASSAGE
- SCALP MASSAGE
- HAND OR FOOT PARAFFIN

- DERMAPLANING: Exfoliates the

outer layer of dead skin while

simultaneously removing facial hair.
(15mins - $45)
-

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE: This
therapeutic, medical spa massage uses a firmer
pressure to penetrate through tissue, adjusted
to suit the individual need of the client. Your
therapist works on specific to loosen and
stretch muscles to help relieve chronic tension,
stress and fatigue. (60 mins - $100, 90 mins $140).
HOT STONE MASSAGE: The healing
power of smooth hot stones together with rich
essential oils, are used in combination with a
variety of massage techniques to help relieve
muscle soreness and promote deep relaxation.
(60 mins - $125; 90 mins $140).

BODY TREATMENTS
BODY SCRUB TREATMENT: Totally
relax while you have your body exfoliated and
hydrated until your skin feels like a “baby’s
bottom!” (60 mins - $110).
DETOXIFYING BODY TREATMENT:
Reveal the youthful appearance of your skin
with this pampering and therapeutic body
treatment. (60 mins - $125).

EYE TREATMENTS
EYE LOGIC: This treatment minimizes the
appearance of dark circles, combats puffiness
and reduces shadows and bags. (40 mins $85)
HYDRADERMIE EYE LIFT: This
treatment lifts the eye area, decreases fine
lines, and decongest puffiness. (45 mins - $85)

EYEBROWS
A well-shaped eyebrow will balance and
display your facial features to their best
advantage - much like a good frame on a
painting. We are offering different treatments
now to curl and even perm your lashes to
increase the curl. Brow Tint $35

EYE LASHES
EYE LASH LIFT AND TINT: Lift your
natural lashes to create volume, length and
definition. Your eyes appear more open.
Suitable for all lashes, especially very straight
ones. Lasts approx 6-8 weeks (1hr - $85).
Lash Tint: $50

EYE LASH EXTENSIONS
FULL SET NATURAL: (2hrs $110)
FULL SET STYLIZED: (2.5hrs $150)
LASH FILL - 2 Week -35 - 3 week $50

